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Looking forward to getting the system...
Posted by LesSmith - 03 Aug 2012 18:33

_____________________________________

I have always been interested in learning how to sharpen a knife and eliminate as many variables as
possible. I've used the Spyderco for awhile and I have recently been adding to my knife collection (all of
them for regular use). Wicked Edge and the members here that have posted videos on YouTube
convinced me to make the investment.

Funny - I've been collecting straws, picked up the angle cube and have just been waiting to see if some
of the suggested improvements would make it to the Pro package. Can't wait to try this on blades
ranging from the ESEE's to a small Al Mar.
============================================================================

Re: Looking forward to getting the system...
Posted by leomitch - 03 Aug 2012 19:41

_____________________________________

Good to have you here Les! You will love the WEPS when you get it and those of us on the Forum will
be happy to help out in any way we can if you run into problems or need additional knowledge...there is
lots of that around this group. I am looking forward to hearing about your experiences with the WEPS
and to see and hear about your knives.

Cheers
Leo
============================================================================

Re: Looking forward to getting the system...
Posted by cbwx34 - 04 Aug 2012 06:27

_____________________________________

LesSmith wrote:
I have always been interested in learning how to sharpen a knife and eliminate as many variables as
possible. I've used the Spyderco for awhile and I have recently been adding to my knife collection (all of
them for regular use). Wicked Edge and the members here that have posted videos on YouTube
convinced me to make the investment.

Funny - I've been collecting straws, picked up the angle cube and have just been waiting to see if some
of the suggested improvements would make it to the Pro package. Can't wait to try this on blades
ranging from the ESEE's to a small Al Mar.
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Welcome to the fun!

I can't find it, but I think Clay posted somewhere that the &quot;suggested improvements&quot; (I'm
guessing you mean things like the redesigned arms) will be sold as an accessory. So don't let that stop
you from ordering! The setup &quot;as is&quot; does a great job... which you've already seen from the
videos.

Have fun!
============================================================================
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